Operation Instructions for the
LKM7000X09 Pedestrian Door Lock
LKM7000X09
ENTRY
Open the Kaba Mas X09 combination lock by dialing the combination until “OP” is displayed on the LCD then continue turning the dial until the X09 bolt is retracted. The dial
will come to a dead stop.
Note: See Kaba Mas operating/programming instructions for dialing procedures and
programming features for the X09 combination lock.

Leave the Kaba MAS X09 lock in the open position. (The lock bolt for the Kaba Mas X09
lock is within the LKM7000 and is not the latch that can be seen from outside the lock).

If the door does not have secondary access control and the X09 combination lock has
been opened, the LKM7000 is in passage mode. The external lever handle can be turned
up or down to retract the deadbolt and open the door.

If access control is present – the X09 combination lock bolt must be retracted first and
then present the badge and/or PIN. After the access control badge has been accepted, the
external lever handle can be turned up or down to retract the deadbolt and open the door.
Note: The access control can be used as the daytime lock while the space is occupied.
The X09 lock can remain in the retracted position during operating hours.

Once the door closes and the lock bolt extends, the access control will relock and secure the door.
In order to secure the area after operating hours, the X09 combination lock bolt must be spun off. After this has been
done the access control will no longer allow the user to open the door without dialing the combination.
...continued on next page
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If the lever handle is turned with the X09 lock bolt extended or the access control system
was not used or timed the handle will clutch over. It may be necessary to return the handle to the home position if this condition occurs.
Note: Front lever handle shown in the home position.

EXIT
Single motion egress is always possible with a push or pull of
the handle on the back of the lock. A luminescent sticker tells
what motion is needed to unlock the lock and open the door.

No matter what condition the X09 combination lock or
access control system is in (locked or unlocked) exiting
the area is never impeded.
FEATURES
A change key hole is located on the back cover of the
LKM7000 for easy access to the combination lock’s
change key receptacle. Remove the chrome plug to reveal
the receptacle, follow the manufacturer’s instruction for
changing the combination.
Once changed, replace the change key hole plug.
OPTIONAL FEATURES
If the lock down cylinder is installed, this will allow the user to turn the key cylinder on the secure side of the lock in
order to mechanically disable the front of the lock. If lockdown is engaged, entry through the door from the un-secure
side is not possible, however, exiting the area is never impeded.
The lockdown cylinder is not recommended for use in situations where there is only one door entering the space. It is
designed for use on secondary and convenience doors.
When green is displayed in the window of the back cover the lock is out of lockdown. If the red is displayed the lock is
in lockdown.
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